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I think it's about the swan can, again. The [Artistic] point I 

think is carrying a swan; if even it's almost unseen. 
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Compiled in this small group of fragments, from old notes on: 071618 

 

Carrying Loads, [Part two?] Also left-over art notes in notebook, at its end, almost.  

 

on 12.19.18 

one correspondence: { art project for the FVP, continued:}  then wrap in left-over  plastic and a 

brown-paper bag 

{layer} as previously photographed and 

store closed up in cliché swan or general  

duck form in a bag; for several days; 

see what happens to it; as it makes itself {here?} 
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two correspondence; then turn into a flower pot if even on some future date imagine: using cig, 

butts too as added ingredients  

 

three correspondence: 12.20.16 for the fvp, art on the street life [cited: (amazon, kindle) soul 

pieces, the …] 

{art project continued ... then: take out of stored bag but leave in brown bag, turn over, and dry 

further near plastic on a concrete slab or something like it} 

 

fourth correspondence: 2.15.17 an example pillow set: Set "pillow" items & hint: (quick) on 

how-to construct: 

[include the image sketch, maybe in t.b.c.] 

   It's also a: 

part [something]. A hygiene w[rag] as you work; preferably use something that you've used as a 

soak cloth and then cleaned: First take  

the cloth wash it after-ward? under tap water + soap [squeezing out][as much as doesn't take too 

much of effort] then blow dry or public bathroom dry but [quick] for such immediacy. Don't 

forget the competent "lady's?''  

tip theme: don't spread "false" [implied meaning-and] stereo types; to spray the 

cushion/case down or its inside with something [humid i-fyingly?] 

smelling. 

 

Aside notice-ings 

 
[t.b.c.] 
 


